
Physics ���
Chapter 18: Circuits and Circuit 

Elements	


Section 18.2	

Resistors in Series or Parallel	




Types of Electric Circuits	

--Series circuits have only one path for the!

current to follow.	




--Parallel circuits have more than one path!
for the current to follow.!



Resistances, Voltages, and 
Currents in Series Circuits	


--The current in each element in a series circuit!
is the same:!

I1 = I2 = I3 = ….!

--The total resistance is the sum of the!
resistance of each element:!

RT = R1 + R2 + R3 + ...!



--The voltage across the circuit equals the!
sum of the voltage across each element.	


VT = V1 + V2 + V3 + ….!



Example: A 12.0 V storage battery is connected!
to three resistors in series of 6.75 �   , !
15.3    ,and 21.6    .!
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a) What is the equivalent resistance of the!
!circuit?!



b) What is the current in the circuit?!



Resistances, Voltages, and 
Currents in Parallel Circuits	


--The total current is the sum of the currents!
in each branch:!

IT = I1 + I2 + I3 + ...!

--The reciprocal of the total resistance is equal!
to the sum of the reciprocals of the individual!
resistances:!

1/RT = 1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3 + ...!



--The voltage across each element equals the!
voltage across the entire circuit.	


VT = V1 = V2 = V3 = ...!



Example: Find the current and potential!
difference across each resistor if !
2.0 !and 4.0 !resistors are wired in!
parallel with a 12.0 V source.!
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Short Circuits	

-- A short circuit occurs when there is little!

or no resistance to the flow of electric current!
in a circuit.	


--Short circuits are caused when two bare!
wires touch each other, allowing a current to!
flow to ground without passing through a load.!



--Short circuits are protected against by fuses!
or circuits breakers which interrupt the flow!
of current if the current becomes too large.!

--If the current is too large for the conductor!
(wire), the conductor may become hot and!
start a fire.!


